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Abstract 

Machinima is a technique that relies on the use of 3D game engines to generate a 

recorded performance in virtual worlds. It is rooted in the gaming community and the 

interactive access that is part of games’ nature but it also applies cinematic 

language. Technically, it can be realized as a linear video, a recorded event-world, or 

a ‘live performance,’ with each form offering different possibilities and limitations. All 

three forms are interconnected and share some key elements. Four of these 

elements are the remediation of cinematic effects and of the underlying game engine 

that leads to a form of virtual puppetry and hyperrealism. These features describe a 

wide range of expressions – especially concerning the rich visual stylization – as well 

as severe limitations – particularly in the actors’ controls and animations. They 

position Machinima in a rough framework of expressive features. Offering the highest 

level of interactive functionality, the ‘live performance’ Machinima has the most 

potential for interactive storytelling. Three main examples from different fields 

exemplify this potential. It is here that Machinima offers access to new forms that 

combine cinematic visualization and live performance. 

 

Approaching Machinima 

Like many good stories this one starts with a mistake. The original word creation 

‘Machinema,’ as a combination of the computer ‘machine’ and ‘cinema,’ was 

misspelled and has stuck as ‘Machinima’ ever since. Subsequently, Machinima was 

introduced and defined as “animated filmmaking within a real-time virtual 3D 



environment” 1. Machinima is a production technique that relies on the images 

created by real-time 3D engines such as computer games to create cinematic pieces 

of computer animation. During that process the game engine effectively operates like 

a virtual film studio providing access to virtual lighting, staging, and camerawork.  

As Machinima describes a technique but not its results the initial definition is 

somewhat unfinished and possibly misleading. As long as it is produced in a real-

time 3D engine the result can be either a live performance, a recorded game session, 

or post-produced linear video clips – all are accepted forms of Machinima. It is 

obvious that Machinima might be a lot more than its original definition describes – or, 

if the current wave of enthusiasm fades too quickly without leaving much memorable 

work, it might dissolve into much less. Various Machinima formats are inventing 

themselves and the resulting flexibility of their forms poses an interesting challenge 

to storytellers and researchers.  

To investigate this challenge it is necessary to outline a genealogy of Machinima, 

look at the different origins of Machinima and clarify their differences. Then some 

stylistic key features of Machinima-specific elements will be identified. Finally, the 

most interactive form of Machinima will be exemplified with three very different case 

studies that linger on the edge of typical Machinima production. Instead of a 

conclusion, this argument closes with a pointer towards possible future use of 

Machinima. 

 

Tracing the origins 

There are various traces of Machinima leading up to its current manifestation. The 

Machinima community itself sees its origins in the 1980s hacker culture 2. Different 

hackers and their groups showed off their coding and hacking skills by generating 

small signature intro programs – called ‘demos’ – that ran before the main game 

started. Although small in size, the coders used them as showcases for their skills 

and some were visually stunning miniature sequences with elaborate sound and 



visual effects. Notably, these sequences were not recorded like film but generated on 

the fly by algorithms. They very often used 3D visualizations based on complex 

algorithms and thus gave birth to a form of grassroots 3D computer animation. Today 

the ‘demoscene’ has developed into its own community that is part of computer art 3. 

At the same time we can trace references to Machinima on the industryside of the 

game community. Game developers coded simple animated non-interactive scenes – 

later named ‘cutscenes’ – into their games. Cutscenes often use the game assets, 

like characters, levels, and sounds, to deliver little animated sequences that operate 

in the context of the game4. Like the ‘demos,’ those cutscenes were rendered in real-

time from the algorithms in the code, not presented as pre-recorded pictures as in 

cinema and television. 

Enter the 3D game engine and, with it, new plateaus of accessible 3D imagery. The 

Doom game engine 5 was released by id Software in 1993 and allowed players to log 

the events during their game sessions and re-visit these recordings as passive 

onlookers afterwards. Again, these recordings are ‘demos’ as they do not deliver 

some extra movie file but log and replay the events and animations inside the game 

engine. Only if the engine is installed on the computer is a replay of these ‘demos’ 

possible. Conceptually, the playing of the game turned into a performance in the 

virtual world that can be revisited in the ‘demo’. Game-based ‘demo recording’ was 

born and immediately used to exhibit the skills of players.  

Technically, the feature introduced a fundamental difference to the hacker 

‘demoscene’: instead of generating the principal code for the piece, the producers of 

Doom ‘demos’ operated on top of the provided game code. They might tweak it and 

add new assets like new virtual characters, levels, sounds, or game modifications, 

but technically the ‘game demos’ were dependent on the game engines. On the one 

side, this allowed access to the game assets and 3D capabilities previously only 

available to game producers – on the other side it tied the producers to licensed 

software. The still lasting connection between the game industry and Machinima was 



born, and one consequence was the largely non-commercial nature of Machinima 

until now. Machinima producers are not allowed to generate money from content 

created with licensed engines without paying the exorbitantly high licensing fees.  

Alternatively to ‘demo recordings,’ it is possible to tape the game events directly from 

the graphics card or computer screen – what might be termed ‘reel’ Machinima. 

Instead of a re-enactment inside the 3D game world the animation is recorded in 

shots taken by predefined camera perspectives within the game world. The final 

animation movie has to be assembled from these recorded film clips shot by shot – 

like in film production it does not exist as one continuous performance. Every scene 

can include its own special set up, can be recorded using multiple takes, and apply 

sound and editing in post-production. The audience receives a linear movie clip 

assembled from those scenes that does not need the underlying game engine to be 

re-played. Not only does ‘reel’ Machinima improve cinematic narration as it copies 

traditional film production, but it also made the pieces available to the wider audience 

that did not have the necessary game installed on their machines, and thus 

Machinima reached out to a much larger audience. 

A last version of Machinima is the ‘live performance’ acted out inside the virtual world 

and presented in different formats to the audience. Technical tools like UnrealTV 6 or 

Half Life TV 7 allow large audiences to witness live sessions of online games 

resembling a live ‘demo’. But ‘live performance’ Machinima does not necessarily 

depend on online audiences. It can be performed in front of and in collaboration with 

a real audience in a theatre. While performances in digital worlds are not new 8 – 

theatre productions have been delivered in chat rooms, Multi User Dungeons9, and 

various 3D worlds 10 – the incorporation of the cinematic means allowed for an 

additional layer in the performance. In ‘live’ Machinima performance and cinematic 

mediation merge: the event is constructed as a theatrical live show that applies 

cinematic camera work and editing. Thus, although ‘live’ Machinima is a close 

relative to the virtual theatre movement, it differs as it explicitly includes an elaborate 



camera strategy. It is also part of ‘reel’ machinima, as the single scenes in ‘reel’ 

Machinima are performed events, but it differs conceptually: the ‘live performance’ is 

a continuous event while the ‘reel’ version consists of fragmented single shots. 

 

Machinima is flexible, accessible, fast, full of promises and fast-growing, driven by 

technical advancements in hard- and software development, but it has not yet 

consolidated itself on any technical or conceptual level. In a repetition of early 

cinema’s history, many of Machinima’s milestones are formulated not as artistic 

expressions of carefully developed ideas but as technical breakthroughs, such as the 

release of essential coding tools, editors, or new 3D engines. Others are production-

defined ‘firsts’, including the first feature-length film, the first film using a special 

technique, the first film using a certain engine. 

Its range is still widening, with modern 3D engines providing their own Machinima 

tools (e.g. the improvements of the Matinee features of the Unreal engine until Unreal 

Tournament 2004 11), games embrace the cinematic aspect in their concept (e.g. The 

Movies 12) or offer elaborate features to the community to create own pieces (e.g. 

The Sims 2 13). Machinima has the potential to turn into a thriving form of storytelling 

based on, but surpassing, the world of computer games. It has already influenced 

commercial television (MTV’s Video Mods 14), has founded its own film festival (The 

Machinima Film Festival 15), has entered established events (New York Video 

Festival 2003, Sundance Film Festival 2005), and is presented in art exhibitions 

(Game On 16; Banff’s Interactive Screen Workshop 2004 17); it has been covered in 

books, international press, and TV documentaries as well as in numerous online 

forums. Although the form still struggles for wider recognition it offers an exciting new 

field on the borderline of cinematic forms and interactive entertainment that needs to 

be explored by artists and researchers. 

 



Features of the form 

Confining a fast-improving artistic technique such as Machinima to any specifics is 

daunting, but one can trace some common stylistic features that exist within all 

formats, as they are based on Machinima’s close relation to 3D game engines. 

These points are general indicators of the current state and will need adjustments as 

Machinima evolves. They are not a list of practical elements, as Salen quotes from 

the Strange Company guidelines 18, but references of computer animation elements 

in the light of Machinima production methods.  

 

Remediating the game 

Bolter and Grusin introduced the concept of ‘Remediation’ to digital media that 

describes “the representation of one medium in another” 19. It describes the use of 

many pre-existing media elements in newer formats. As one has to differentiate 

between computer games and Machinima pieces as two different digital forms, a 

tendency in the Machinima artifacts to remediate the content of their underlying game 

engines becomes apparent. With the re-use of game-specific textures, characters, 

levels, and sounds, Machinima are often becoming engine-specific. One can tell by 

the look of the Machinima which engine was used to create it. This stylistic link also 

gives birth to game-dependent camera effects, editing features, and control of and 

interaction between characters that shape the evolving Machinima’s structural form. 

The extremely successful Red vs Blue 20 series by the Texas-based RoosterTeeth 

Machinima group is staged in the computer game world of the computer game Halo 

21 without changing any of the game’s original elements. The fictional world of the 

Machinima, its characters, set design, objects, light settings, the extremely restricted 

use of the camera perspective, and interactive functionality, is that of the underlying 

game. Even the title refers to the basic premise of the game that sees two differently 

colored teams fighting against each other in a virtual battle arena. The success of 

Red vs Blue even depends to a great extent on those references and comes to life in 



the additions to the given game world. In the case of Red vs Blue, the main addition 

is the well-written and -delivered voiceover dialogue that still refers to the game 

events but comments on them in a stand-up comedian way.   

In contrast, where the underlying 3D engine is not directly derived from a game (or 

well-camouflaged) the results are less easy to categorize. Fountainhead’s 

Machinimation 22 toolset hides its underlying Quake III 23 game engine, and 

Machinima developed with this tool show fewer direct references to the original 

game. Consecutive Machinima experiments at the University of Cambridge and 

Georgia Tech that used the game-specific Unreal game engine and Virtools 24, a less 

pre-defined development environment, also indicate that the choice of the engine 

influences the content – to some extent – of the Machinima piece created with it. 

Remediating content from underlying engines can be tailored towards a certain 

audience. The comic setting of Red vs Blue loses some of its impact to anybody not 

familiar with the game or the basic principles of team-based online multi-player 

shooting games. Thus, one might suspect that Machinima are basically films from 

and for computer games. Indeed a sub-genre of Machinima, the category of Quake 

Done Quick movies 25, consists entirely of recorded documentation of optimal game 

execution. Although such a specialization seems limiting and is to be overcome, it 

also offers a unique access to the world of video games.  

The influence of game aesthetics and mechanics on cinema from Tron 26 to The 

Matrix27 has been much discussed 28, yet it is Machinima that is the closest situated 

to the game world. Thus, it offers itself as exploratory means to comment on and 

elaborate on the expressive features and content of video games. A range of 

successful Machinima pieces do exactly that: Bot 29 comments on the single-minded 

attitude of computer controlled killer-bots, Smart Gun 30 makes fun of the same issue, 

Militia II 31 is named after and confined to events in a famous game level. They are a 

relevant part of the still-forming cultural phenomenon that is the videogame. 



On the other hand, the maturing of Machinima led to less game-centered pieces like 

Anna 32, or The Journey 33 that operate as independent computer-animated shorts. 

Although technically clearly works of Machinima, they operate outside any game-

specific reference frame. They nevertheless have to face some limitations of the 

production method, and the effects of hyperrealism and of the limited character 

control that leads to a form of virtual puppetry are two style elements deriving from 

the game-remediation that need more detailed analysis. 

 

Virtual puppetry 

One reason for the efficiency of Machinima is the re-use of game internal assets, 

such as in-game avatars and their animation system. So far, game characters have 

been geared towards best functionality within the settings of the specific title. 

Although Machinima creators can work around this by creating their own characters 

or adding special animations, some limitations are difficult to resolve within the 

realms of the game’s 3D engine. Facial animation in real-time engines, for example, 

is still in its infancy. Once new engines (like the Source engine that powers Half-Life 

2 34) overcome these limitations, the Machinima community faces the challenge of 

creating characters that fit these more sophisticated standards. Consequently, the 

fast production circles have to slow down to allow for detailed modeling, skinning, 

animating, and refining. The more detailed the animations become, the more the 

Machinima animation workflow mirrors the time-extensive production of classic 

computer generated image (CGI) effects. A distinction has also to be made between 

the animator who hand-codes the character movement and the operator in a 

Machinima production who uses this animation. Machinima operators activate a pre-

defined animation and let their pre-programmed avatar ‘enact’ it. Movement can be 

mechanically repeated, but while the traditional animator controls the animation on 

every single frame, the Machinima operator activates pre-fabricated animation 

sequences. 



One result of this sequencing is that simple actions can pose complex problems in 

the world of pre-recorded real-time animations. For example, during an experiment 

that saw students adapting a scene from Curtiz’ Casablanca 35 the movie’s original 

screenplay demands that Rick “walks over to a table and opens a cigarette box, but 

finds it empty”36. In any traditional film or theatre production such a stage direction 

would be easy to realize. In a Machinima production ‘opening a cigarette box’ 

presents a unique form of animation with a special object and has to be hand-coded. 

Likewise, most subtle physical interactions between two characters, such as 

embracing and kissing, are rarely supported or too generic in their appearance in 

standard 3D games – but they feature heavily in cinematic references like 

Casablanca. The uniqueness of a certain movie star’s movement and the mechanical 

reproduction of any movement in a real-time engine oppose each other, and the 

limited variety of behaviors of virtual characters does not match the wide range used 

by trained actors.  

One way to avoid such a limitation is to develop new animation forms such as the 

physics-driven rag-doll animations delivered by the Karma Physics 37 engine in 

Unreal. It drives the animations through underlying physics calculations, not by an 

animator crafting the movement in a modeling package beforehand, and provides for 

easily accessible real-time generated high-quality animations. In addition, automated 

cloth, skin, and muscle systems will improve the quality of the real-time piece without 

loading too much new work onto the animator. But despite the developments, current 

games predominantly use hand-coded animations that are activated at certain 

moments.  

The result of such an indirect character control is an animation style that is close to 

virtual puppetry. This does not necessarily lead to bland performances, as the limited 

but effective facial animation of Hardly Workin’ 38 and the performance of Dance, 

Voldo Dance 39, based entirely on in-game animation, prove. But it does root the 

acting element of the characters in a different tradition than the cinematic one. While 



cinema’s acting style developed from theatrical performances and into its own form, 

suiting the needs of the camera and especially the close up, Machinima reaches 

back to the traditions of mechanical puppets that suited the needs of 3D game 

engines.  

 

Hyperrealism 

On the one hand, traditional CGI movies have a tendency towards photo-realism – as 

exemplified in milestone pictures for the effect genre such as Terminator 2: Judgment 

Day 40 and Jurassic Park 41. On the other hand, we find a trend towards hyperrealism 

– especially in entirely digitally created pieces such as Toy Story 42 and subsequent 

Pixar features. Here, the visuals and animation are clearly artificial but quote and 

comment on real ones through their artificiality.  

Similarly, some ‘reel’ Machinima pieces use a combination of traditional recorded 

live-action video footage and real-time rendered computer graphics, like Game:On 43, 

but the vast majority of Machinima artifacts operate within their 3D engine. Thus, they 

lack a main motivation for photo-realism – the seamless combination with real 

photographic images. Instead, Machinima pieces are predominantly examples for a 

computer-generated hyperrealism. This can allow for new imagery and text 

generation, as Andrew Darley argues. 

Referring to Lasseter’s Toy Story, Darley detects a ‘second-order realism’ based on 

its animation style. He argues further that it evokes an ‘uncertainty’ in the audience 

when reading the picture and that this ‘uncertainty’ is “the primary element of 

reception, entailing a displacement away from concentration on narratives (such as 

they are) and towards the allure and fascination of the image itself” 44. Although 

Darley’s conclusion that the image foregrounds the story through – among other 

triggers – hyperrealism puts too much weight on this effect, his observation that 

hyperrealism creates a “relatively unprecedented kind of image (and text)” 45 is 

correct. The purely digital world has to generate its contents and cannot photograph 



existing ones – a major difference to the origins of cinematic realism as outlined by 

Bazin. While Bazin argued that with photography “for the first time an image of the 

world is formed automatically, without the creative intervention of man” 46, computer-

generated imagery allows for a generation of the ‘world’ and the picture of it. Realism 

in CGI turns into a style of the artificially created environment. 

The same applies to Machinima but with a significant technical difference: in contrast 

to the development process of a Pixar movie that sees its graphical style developed 

from the ground up, a Machinima piece plugs into existing visual delivery formats. It 

is the underlying 3D game engine that breathes life into Machinima and forces a 

certain form of hyperrealism onto it. Texture size, color depth, and compression, 

rendering features of the material, number of polygons that can be displayed, 

complexity of the available animation system and many more details are set by the 

underlying engine and enforce a certain artificiality – or ‘uncertainty’ – onto the 

Machinima that uses it. The producers can tweak it and change the animations, 

textures, and other assets or add to it and apply special rendering effects to it, as 

seen in The Search 47 or The Journey, but have to work with the given settings 

somehow. While limiting on the one hand, such a pre-set artificiality also provides 

Machinima with a strong engine-specific identity that successfully distinguishes it 

from other animation forms. 

Ghost Robot’s professional music video In the Waiting Line 48 for Zero 7 plays with 

this effect as it uses the cross-references between the video game world and 

traditional animation. The piece is staged in typical game setting (an empty 

spaceship floating through the galaxy; a robot as the main protagonist; no facial 

animation) but driven by traditional storytelling in editing and set up. The result is a 

fresh visualization based on the stylistic specifics of Machinima. 

 

Uebermediating film 



Lacking the technical apparatus of the film camera, computer animation has to 

simulate camera effects and relies on algorithms to generate elements such as lens 

flare, motion blur, focus pulling, filters, film grain, or camera movement. Thus, math 

replaces the physical and optical conditions of the film stock, lens, shutter or iris. The 

production method is different but the resulting visual effect remains current. Again it 

can be understood as confirmation of Bolter and Grusin’s theory of ‘remediation’ – 

this time a remediation of film. 

The mathematical effect generation frees these visual effects from any physical pre-

condition. This enables virtual cameras to deliver more camera effects than a 

physical camera can generate on film. In addition, virtual cameras have complete 

freedom to move and rotate in the 3D world; even collision is optional. Machinima 

shares this freedom with traditional CGI, but while the rendering of a complex 

traditional CGI scene can take a lot of time to optimize, Machinima performs camera 

work and effects in real-time. The immediate feedback allows for fast tweaking of the 

visualization – as a result Machinima has been used for pre-visualization of high-end 

CGI films 49 such as Spielberg’s Artificial Intelligence: AI 50. In practice, Machinima 

can often apply the extreme flexibility of the camera to balance the more rigid 

character animations.  

The result is a spectacular and flexible imagery through the underlying real-time 

game technology. In fact, the relevance of the technical aspects of game engines has 

been emphasized to the degree that the story content converges with the technical 

development history. Andrew Mactavish even argues that a video game’s narrative is 

“about special effects and our astonishment over new developments in special 

effects technology” 51.  

The Matrix 4x1 series by The Strange Company seems to supports this claim, as it 

consist of short clips with little contextualization that concentrate on a recreation of 

the cinematic freeze effect made popular by the Matrix movies. In a similar fashion 

The Search’s appeal concentrates on its use of a graphical shader program that 



beautifies an otherwise shallow event. The spectacular visualization replaces a more 

elaborate dramatic content.  

But as at least equally technically advanced productions like Bot, Anna, or The 

Journey have proven, it is only a meaningful combination of these features that 

allows for an optimal impact. Special effects and cinematic mediation are part of the 

language of these Machinima pieces, not their principal story 52. This is especially 

apparent in the role of the virtual camera that provides a narrative perspective into a 

virtual world that has been widened by the larger freedom in Machinima. Mastering 

this newfound freedom is part of the growth process of Machinima, and the early 

examples of technical showcases can only indicate later content-driven use of the 

tools. While many Machinima films struggle to live up to the cinematic standards, 

‘uebermediating film’ points towards possibilities beyond traditional film and into the 

possibilities of Machinima itself. 

 

The elements identified here are closely interconnected and interdependent – all of 

them are changing with the ongoing development of Machinima. They identify 

nevertheless some unique elements of its technical origin that provide an angle 

towards Machinima’s past, present and future development. Following the evolution 

of these core elements over time will provide an initial analytical perspective as well 

as an entry point for Machinima artists and analysts. 

 

New story worlds 

Apart from offering a specific aesthetics, how do the available features translate into 

new forms of storytelling? While ‘reel’ Machinima succeeds in delivering linear 

computer animation with low development costs and fast production cycles, it 

provides a limited range of new forms of interactive storytelling. Instead, it heads 

towards linear video formats. Focusing on interactive cinematic storytelling, the ‘live’ 

Machinima approach stands out as the most promising form. The combination of live 



performance and editing mirrors live TV production methods but adds the specifics of 

digital 3D worlds that allow for a variety of narrative forms. They are unique 

combinations of performances and cinematic visualization – a form of playing a film. 

As they offer a new functionality non-existent in traditional media ‘live’ Machinima will 

be explored in more depth and illustrated with three examples – one from the 

Machinima community, one from a research group, and one using ‘live’ Machinima in 

an educational environment – will illustrate the flexibility of this manifestation of 

Machinima and the richness of its results. 

 

The New York based ILL Clan 53 grew from a group of dedicated video game players 

into a prominent  Machinima production group that works with ‘reel’ as well as with 

‘live performance’ Machinima. For the latter it combines cinematic camerawork with 

live improvised performances and generates a form of improvisation theatre that can 

be compared to live televised Theatresports shows but uses virtual sets and actors to 

replace the TV studio set-up. In their performances, Common Sense Cooking 54 and 

On the Campaign Trail with Larry & Lenny Lumberjack 55, the ILL Clan first 

establishes the illusion of a simulated TV/ film situation in the performance. Then, 

they break the illusion by addressing the audience and reacting to its responses in 

Common Sense Cooking, and in a question & answer session in On the Campaign 

Trail. Thus, they play with the difference between theatrical performances and non-

interactive television broadcasts.  

Until this point, any combination of real-time performances inside the virtual world 

with cinematic camerawork and audience interaction depended on powerful 

computer set-ups and experimental software that confined it to high-tech labs like the 

ATR research labs 56 or the MIT MediaLab 57. Now, it becomes accessible to a wider 

user-base and open for artistic experiments dealing with the huge variety of effects 

that become available through the flexible relationship between cinematic 

appearance and theatrical event generation. For example, when the virtual actors in 



On the Campaign Trail step out of the virtual scenery of the simulated newsroom, 

they play with the flexibility of space in Machinima pieces. Neither TV nor theatre, 

with their dependency on physical sets, can offer a comparable effect without using 

elaborate and complex special effects.  

 

The work of Steve Benford, Chris Greenhalgh and others at the Mixed Reality 

Laboratory, Nottingham addresses the blurring borderlines of actors and audiences 

in virtual environments. Their various ‘inhabited television’ projects combined live 

performances in a multi-user online world with virtual camera-work, delivered by in-

world camera-operators 58. Originally, these projects were structured to foster 

community building in online worlds and aimed at increased involvement of 

audiences through the dramatization of the events. Cinematic visualization became 

an important element in this engagement process and, like the Machinima 

community, they experimented with different recording methods, including the ‘demo’ 

format 59. Yet a defining element in the original ‘inhabited television’ approach is the 

use of Machinima to form and engage virtual communities. Passive onlookers are 

encouraged to log on to the virtual world and participate directly with the unfolding 

events. This opens up new possibilities for interactive television and, in fact, has 

been used early on in the ‘inhabited television’ history by commercial broadcasters 

BSkyB, in the case of the Ages of the Avatar project 60, or Channel 4 for the Heaven 

& Hell project 61. During these broadcasts the main interactive access remained 

confined to the virtual world, with the television audiences limited to watching the 

video streaming from the virtual environment into their TV sets. But the live broadcast 

of Heaven & Hell allowed TV audiences to log on and witness the event, meet other 

users, and discuss the actions inside the virtual world while watching them 

simultaneously on TV. Combining ‘live’ Machinima forms with such cross-media 

audience engagement highlights the value of the form for the interactive television 

area. 



 

Finally, the author’s own academic work with students at the University of Cambridge 

and the Georgia Institute of Technology’s School of Literature, Communication & 

Culture points to other, yet unexplored mixed forms. It focuses on the experimental 

value and accessibility of Machinima, and, although less technically advanced as the 

aforementioned pieces, it demonstrates the value of Machinima for educational 

purposes in a curriculum focused on media studies. The students are encouraged to 

explore new narrative options through Machinima techniques.  

One group of Georgia Tech students (Devin Grey Hunt, John Adam Reks, and Anil 

Rohatgi) followed their ‘live’ Machinima assignment by creating a hybrid that 

incorporated three different concepts on the borderline of performance, cinematic 

visualization and user-engagement. Technically, their 2004 project The Beast used 

the Unreal engine with additional coding to allow for the necessary adjustments. 

Their introduction to the virtual world consisted of a linear ‘reel’ Machinima that 

outlined the basic premise of a detective-mafia confrontation staged in an American 

speakeasy during the 1930s. The central part was a live performance in which two or 

three members of the audience played Blackjack with the two main virtual characters 

on a shared gambling table inside the speakeasy. The stage setup saw the virtual 

table extending into a physical half in the ‘real’ world, with two ‘acting’ avatars on the 

virtual side and real human players on the physical end of the table. Finally, the card 

game ends as an argument erupts and the virtual speakeasy is invaded by computer-

controlled detectives and mafia henchmen that start an unscripted AI-driven firefight. 

The scene culminates in this last stage in a game – and film genre – typical 

bloodshed. Artificial Intelligence in the performance of the fighting bots, cinematic 

visualization in the introduction as well as during the performance and the fire fight, 

live performance and user interaction in the last two stages are combined in one 

continuous Machinima. Although the expressive staging was not yet optimized and 

the content rushed into the prototype stage, it not only demonstrated the value of 



Machinima for classroom experimental purposes in higher education but it also 

exemplifies the accessibility of fresh narrative settings through the world of 

Machinima.  

 

More to meet the eye 

There are no final words on the world of Machinima but pointers to interesting types 

of interactive storytelling that emerge from it. Born from the game-code culture and 

heading towards cinematic riches, a number of stylistic features have been identified. 

Remediation of the underlying game engine leads to a form of hyperrealism and 

puppetry in the actor control that is balanced with an ‘uebermediation’ of visualization 

features. Although the most prominent commercial successes so far are found in the 

‘reel’ Machinima type, the ‘live performance’ examples demonstrate the easy access 

to forms of interactive storytelling that were confined to exclusive high-tech labs 

before the advent of Machinima. They not only show the spreading of the technique 

into different professions and communities but also a range of future applications for 

Machinima. 

So far, the different forms of Machinima are heavily intermingled and able to take 

advantage of each other, but a distinction seems likely at some point. While the ‘reel’ 

Machinima actively pushes forward into the world of commercial television, cinema, 

and linear computer animation, the ‘live’ form might be closer to world of the video 

game and performance.  

Before it can (financially) succeed in these various areas, Machinima producers have 

to solve the legal gridlock concerning the use of the patented 3D engine. As long as 

the Machinima production studios cannot license their underlying engines or find 

another agreement with the producers they remain in an artistically free yet 

financially insecure position. On the other hand, if the framework for production and 

distribution falls in place Machinima should continue to offer an interesting new way 

not only for traditional animation but also for new forms of interactive storytelling.  



One interesting feature of experimental filmmaking with Machinima is the dominance 

of the narrative form. In contrast to many other experimental film techniques nearly 

all Machinima pieces have a basic narrative form. The structure can be extremely 

simple or highly elaborate; a simple progression through a certain game level or a 

feature-length conspiracy story, a basic narrative concept is present in most pieces 

available so far. The dominance of narrative might be a result of the depiction of 

movement through virtual space, which is understood as a travel and the description 

of such a travel leads predominantly to a narrative form 62. Although many pieces do 

transfer this travel idea onto other genre such as the music video (Shut up and 

Dance 63) or present it as an anarchic spontaneous visual collage (Unframed Shorts 

#1 64) a more daring and further reaching exploration of non-narrative pieces using 

Machinima would offer a new and barely explored field for artists. Some experiments 

like Fake Science 65 provide first entry points into this area but can only indicate the 

undeveloped potential.  

Already, the Machinima movement has turned into a hotbed for video artists driven 

by the seemingly ever-improving capabilities of real-time 3D engines, their immense 

commercial success, and the growing base of creative producers and audiences. Its 

huge artistic potential comes from the combination of a fast improving underlying 

technology and its impact on the artistic realization of the piece. Through its 

underlying production technique, Machinima can reach out into new experimental 

areas of video production, interactive storytelling, and performance art. And in this 

early stage of its development there are many unexplored areas within these fields. 

Its promises are there to be seized. 
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